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Interest Rates 

Type Jan Dec 

Prime Lending 3.25% 3.25% 

Federal Funds 0.25% 0.25% 

3 Mo T-Bill 0.09% 0.10% 

5 Yr T-Note 0.45% 0.37% 

Mortgage Rates 

Type Jan Dec 

30 yr Fixed 3.000% 2.960% 

15 Yr Fixed 2.390% 2.380% 

5/1 ARM 2.790% 2.890% 

Source: Bankrate.com 
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STATUS OF COVID-19 

The coronavirus pandemic has completely changed the corporate landscape. 
Many companies have transitioned to having a majority of their employees 
work from home. As a result, long commutes, office lunches, and face-to-face 
meetings could be a thing of the past. 

Even when the pandemic eventually subsides, working remotely may be here 
to stay. According to a recent survey, three-quarters of adults who are able to 
work remotely would like to continue doing so at least one day a week after 
the pandemic is under control.1 

While working from home has its advantages (e.g., no commuting costs, more 
flexibility), it also comes with certain challenges (e.g., lack of home office 
space, dealing with distractions at home). Often these challenges can make it 
difficult to have a healthy work/life balance. That's why it's important to take 
steps to help avoid burnout while working at home. 

Here are some tips to help you stay on track. 

1. Carve out a dedicated workspace. Ideally, your work-from-home setup 
should be located where you can avoid interruptions or distractions. If you 
don't have a spare room to use for your workspace, try carving out an area for 
your "office" wherever you can — even a dining room table or a desk in the 
corner of your bedroom can work. 

2. Stick to a routine. Just because you aren't going into an actual office each 
day doesn't mean you should change your normal workday routine. Keeping a 
set schedule can help you stay focused and allow you to disconnect and wind 
down once the workday has come to an end. 

It can take time to adjust to working from home, but you will eventually fall into 
a routine that works best for you and allows you to maintain a healthy work/life 
balance. 

3. Break up the day. It's easy to forget to take breaks when your workspace 
is in your home. Going for a short walk, running a quick errand during lunch, 
and standing up to stretch once in a while will help you recharge and 
decompress throughout the day. 

4. Stay connected. Working from home means you have less opportunity to 
interact regularly with your co-workers, which can feel isolating. That's why it 
is important to stay connected by using the technological resources that are 
available to you (e.g., video conferencing, instant messaging). 

 

Source: Broadridge 
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Watch Out for These Financial Pitfalls in the New Year 
 

As people move through various stages of life, there are new financial opportunities and potential 
pitfalls around every corner. Here are common money mistakes to watch out for at every age. 
 
Your 20s & 30s 
Being financially illiterate. By learning as much as you can about saving, budgeting, and investing 
now, you could benefit from it for the rest of your life. 
Not saving regularly. Save a portion of every paycheck and then spend what is left over — not the 
other way around. You can earmark savings for short-, medium-, and long-term goals. A variety of 
mobile apps can help you track your savings progress. 
Living beyond your means. This is the corollary of not saving. If you cannot manage to stash away 
some savings each month and pay for most of your expenses out-of-pocket, then you need to rein in 
your lifestyle. Start by cutting your discretionary expenses, and then look at ways to reduce your fixed 
costs. 
Spending too much on housing. Think twice about buying a house or condo that will stretch your 
budget to the max, even if a lender says you can afford it. Consider building in space for a possible dip 
in household income that could result from a job change or a leave from the workforce to care for 
children. 
Overlooking the cost of subscriptions and memberships. Keep on top of services you are paying 
for (e.g., online streaming, cable, the gym, your smartphone bill, food delivery) and assess whether 
they still make sense on an annual basis. 
Not saving for retirement. Perhaps saving for retirement was not on your radar in your 20s, but you 
should not put it off in your 30s. Start now and you still have 30 years or more to save. Wait much 
longer and it can be hard to catch up. Start with whatever amount you can afford and add to it as you 
are able. 
Not protecting yourself with insurance. Consider what would happen if you were unable to work and 
earn a paycheck. Life insurance and disability income insurance can help protect you and your family. 
 
Your 40s 
Not keeping your job skills fresh. Your job is your lifeline to income, employee benefits, and financial 
security. Look for opportunities to keep your skills up-to-date and stay abreast of new workplace 
developments and job search technologies. 
Spending to keep up with others. Avoid spending money you do not have trying to keep up with your 
friends, family, neighbors, or colleagues. The only financial life you need to think about is your own. 
Funding college over retirement. Do not prioritize saving for college over saving for retirement. If you 
have limited funds, consider setting aside a portion for college while earmarking the majority for 
retirement. Closer to college time, have a frank discussion with your child about college options and 
look for creative ways to help reduce college costs. 
Using your home equity like a bank. The goal is to pay off your mortgage by the time you retire or 
close to it — a milestone that will be much harder to achieve if you keep moving the goal posts. 
Ignoring your health. By taking steps now to improve your fitness level, diet, and overall health, not 
only will you feel better today but you may reduce your health-care costs in the future. 
 
Your 50s & 60s 
Co-signing loans for adult children. Co-signing means you are 100% on the hook if your child can't 
pay — a less-than-ideal situation as you approach retirement. 
Raiding your retirement funds before retirement. It goes without saying that dipping into your 
retirement funds will reduce your nest egg, a significant tradeoff for purchases that are not true 
emergencies.           

Continued on Page 3 
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Financial Tip of the Month 
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Financial Tip of the Month Continued 
 

Not knowing your sources of retirement income. As you near retirement, you should know how 
much money you (and your partner, if applicable) can expect from three sources: your personal 
retirement accounts (e.g., 401(k) plans and IRAs); pension income from an employer; and Social 
Security at age 62, full retirement age, and age 70. 
Not having a will or advance medical directive. No one likes to think about death or catastrophic 
injury, but these documents can help your loved ones immensely if something unexpected should 
happen to you. 
 

No matter what your age, we are here to help.  I hope this list of potential financial pitfalls helps you 
evaluate your present situation.  Feel free to call us with any questions. 
 

         John Lachapelle 

Tax Implications of Gifts 
Anyone can gift up to $15,000 in a given year to any amount of people without incurring a gift tax. 
Even though your gift may not be subject to gift taxes there are situations when capital gains taxes 
may be due.   
 

Scenario 1: Mom bought a Stock for $5,000 12 years ago and wants to give it to her son as an 
early inheritance. When she gifts him the Stock the value is $14,000 so no gift tax is due. A year 
later he decides to sell the stock for $13,000. What does he have to claim on his tax return? 

A. $0 since the Stock is worth less than when he inherited it. 

B. ($1,000) capital loss since the stock is worth $1,000 less then when he inherited it. 

C. $9,000 capital gain the difference from what his mom paid and what the stock was worth 

when he inherited it at $14,000. 

D. $8,000 capital gain the difference from what his mom paid and what it was worth when he 

sold the stock. 
 

Answer: D when you inherit property the Donee (the one who receives the gift) also inherits the 
cost basis or what the Donor (the one who gives the gift) paid for the asset.  

When you have a highly appreciated asset like a Stock or Home it is usually better to leave that 
asset to someone when you die because the Donee’s Cost Basis is now what the value of that 
property was worth at the Donor’s death and not what they originally paid for the asset. 

In the above example if his mother left him the Stock in her Will and it was worth $14,000 when 
she died and then he sold the Stock for $13,000 he would now have a ($1,000) capital loss 
versus a $8,000 capital gain. 

 

Scenario 2: Dad bought a Stock for $10,000 3 years ago and gives it to his daughter when it was 
worth $8,000. She sells it a year later for $9,000 what does she have to claim on her tax return? 

A. $0 since the stock is worth less than what her Dad paid for it and worth more than when she 

inherited it. 

B. ($1,000) capital loss since the Stock is worth $1,000 less then what her Dad paid for it. 

C. $1,000 capital gain since Stock is worth $1,000 more than what it was worth when she 

inherited it. 
 

Answer: A when you inherit property worth less than what the Donor paid for it but sell it for an amount 

higher than what the value was when you inherited it no gain or loss is claimed. In this instance a better 

strategy may have been for the Dad to sell the Stock for a $2,000 capital loss and then gift the cash to 

her. This way a $2,000 tax loss could have been generated versus $0 on this transaction. 

Continued on Page 4 
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Tax Implications from Gifts Continued  

Scenario 3: Same situation as Scenario 2, Dad pays $10,000 for stock then gifts to daughter when it’s 
worth $8,000 BUT now she sells the Stock a year later for $7,000 what does she have to claim on her 
tax return? 

A. ($3,000) capital loss since her Dad paid $10,000 and she then sold it for $7,000 generating a 

$3,000 loss. 

B. ($1,000) capital loss the difference between what the Stock was worth when she inherited it and 

when she sold it. 

Answer: B when you inherit property worth less than what the Donor paid for it and then sell it later 
at a lower price than when you inherited it your Cost Basis is now what the asset was worth when 
you inherited it and not what the Donor’s original cost basis was. 

 

Scenario 4: Same situation as Scenario 2 and 3 but this time the Daughter sells the Stock a year later 
for $12,000 what does she have to claim on her tax return? 

A. $4,000 capital gain the difference between what it was worth when she inherited at $8k and 

what she sold it for at $12k. 

B. $2,000 capital gain difference between what her Dad paid $10k and what she sold it for $12k. 

Answer: B even though the daughter inherited the property when it was worth $8,000 and it 
appreciated to $12,000 for a $4,000 gain, she only has to claim $2,000 or the amount above what 
her Dad the original Donor paid for the Stock. 
 

It may be better to sell investments that are worth less to get the tax loss and then gift that asset in 
cash. It is also better to inherit highly appreciated assets at death to get a step up in the Cost Basis 
which then taxes are avoided. Cash is neutral meaning it usually does not matter from a tax standpoint 
if you gift it or inherit it. 
 

You should consider the counsel of an experienced estate planning professional before implementing 
such strategies. Past performance is not an indication or guarantee of future results. 

 

  Rich Hackett 

 

How Social Security Benefits are Taxed w/Stimulus Added to 
Equation 

 

Let us start by explaining how Uncle Sam taxes Social Security benefits. The federal government can 
tax up to 85% of your Social Security benefits. To figure the tax on your benefits, you first need to 
determine your "provisional income." This is equal to the total of (1) 50% of your Social Security 
benefits, (2) your tax-exempt interest, and (3) your adjusted gross income from all other sources (not 
including the student loan interest deduction or the tuition and fees deduction). 
 

If you are single, none of your Social Security benefits are taxed if your provisional income is less than 
$25,000. If your provisional income is between $25,000 and $34,000, then up to 50% of your Social 
Security benefits may be taxable. If your provisional income is more than $34,000, then up to 85% of 
your benefits may be taxed. 
 

For married couples filing a join return, your Social Security benefits are safe if your provisional income 
is less than $32,000. The 50% rate applies if your provisional income is between $32,000 and $44,000. 
If your provisional income exceeds $44,000, up to 85% of your benefits may be taxable. 
 

Continued on Page 8 
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Tax Deferred or Pay as You Go Methods  

for Reporting of U.S. Savings Bond Interest 
 

Most people having U. S. savings bonds postpone the reporting of interest until the year in which the 
bonds are redeemed or mature. If you are such a person, you could be facing a significant tax 
liability for interest that would have accumulated over the years the bonds were held.  Interest 
earned by U.S. savings bonds accrue until the bonds are redeemed or matured and become 
reportable as ordinary taxable income.   
 
In most cases people are unaware of how their tax liability and cash flow will be affected. There are 
the options however, of reporting the accruing interest and paying the taxes annually or deferring 
interest and taxes until when the bonds are redeemed or matured whichever comes first.  
 
As a strategy one could minimize their tax liability by reporting the interest annually. Doing so would 
result in the spreading of the tax liability over a number of years rather than just one year. 
 
If you decide to pay taxes each year on your savings bond interest you must do so for all of your 
savings bonds and the choice is irrevocable. In other words, you cannot switch back to the deferred 
interest method.   
 
In addition, because savings bonds do not have annual earnings statements the annual interest will 
have to be calculated by using the savings bond value calculator found on the TreasuryDirect.gov 
website. 
 
When the bonds mature or when they are redeemed the interest earned will be reported on Form 
1099-INT. You should report the entire amount of interest on Schedule B of your tax return and 
insert a line deducting the accumulated interest reported in previous years with the explanation 
“interest reported in previous years.” 
 

Written by Richard K. Hackett who is a Certified Public Accountant and Enrolled Agent with over 
forty years of experience providing bookkeeping, accounting, payroll, and tax services. If you are 
interested in contacting him, he may be reached at 603-770-2758 or by email at 
richardhackett71@yahoo.com. 

 

 

Richard K. Hackett, CPA, EA is not affiliated with 
Voya Financial Advisors. Neither Voya Financial 
Advisors nor its representatives offer tax or legal 
advice. Please consult with your tax and legal 
advisors regarding your individual situation. 
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Health Tip Of The Month 

These tips are not for everybody and should not be taken as specific recommendations.                                                                                                                                     

Before you take any action regarding yours or anyone’s health, we strongly suggest you consult a qualified physician! 
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Moving? 
Moving can be time consuming and stressful. We make it easy to keep your  

investments, retirement, and insurance accounts up to date. 

Just email us at Laura.Fleming@voyafa.com with the subject line:                            
Change of Address and include your name, your old address and your new                      
address and updated phone numbers. Or call the office at 603-332-6518 ~ 

 

Heart Healthy  
 

Thankfulness: 
How Gratitude Can Help Your Health 

 
Gratitude is more than a buzzword. It’s a habit and 
practice that may actually change your perception of 
well-being. 
 

Are you feeling overwhelmed by the coronavirus 
pandemic, all the changes it has brought to your life and 
everything you need to worry about to stay safe? 
 

Or do you sometimes feel like you just can’t catch a 
break? You know — the truck that cut you off, the weird 
feedback you got from your boss, the grocery item you 
need but is never on the store shelf? Do you sometimes 
feel negative and cynical? 

 

Sure, we all do this a little, but doing it a lot can lead to 
depression1, which is linked to poor heart health, more 
inflammation and even a weaker immune 
system.2 Yikes! 
 

Some neuroscience experts think our brains focus on 
negative information as a way to remember pain so we 
can avoid it in the future. They call this the “negativity 
bias.” 

 

To balance out this natural tendency, we can practice 
gratitude. 
 

“Gratitude is good medicine,” says Robert A. Emmons, 
Ph.D., a professor of psychology at the University of 
California, Davis and author of The Little Book of 
Gratitude. 
 

“Clinical trials indicate that the practice of gratitude can 
have dramatic and lasting effects in a person’s life. It can 
lower blood pressure and improve immune function. ... 
Grateful people engage in more exercise, have better 
dietary behaviors, are less likely to smoke and abuse 
alcohol and have higher rates of medication adherence.” 
 

Dang, being grateful is the gift that seriously keeps on 
giving, right? Who couldn't use all these benefits right 
now? 

 

 

 

Here’s a simple way to get started: 

Write these down before you go to bed or share them 
around the dinner table. In five minutes, you can 
practice gratitude from the heart. 

 

Health: What did your body do for you today? 

Did you know you take about 8 million breaths a year? 
Your feet can take you up a mountain; your arms can 
hold someone you love. Take a minute to marvel at the 
finely tuned machinery of your body and thank yourself 
for the steps you take every day to keep it safe and 
healthy. 

 

Eat: What did you feed your body to nourish 
yourself today? 

Was it an old favorite, something you made or something 
new and different? If you eat three meals a day, you’ll eat 
about a thousand meals this year! Take a minute to savor 
an especially yummy meal. And check out some healthy 
options on the AHA’s recipe hub. 

 

Activity: What did you do that you really enjoyed 
today? 

Did you give it your all when exercising today, or find a 
quiet moment while sitting in traffic to reflect? Take a 
minute to think back on one particularly awesome moment. 

 

Relationship: Whom do you look forward to 
connecting with? 

Is it someone who sets your heart on fire, always has a 
smile for you, has your back or makes you laugh until you 
cry? Take a minute to smile as you think about this special 
person. Then make plans for a virtual meet-up. 

 

Time: What are you doing right now? 

Every single day you wake up with 24 brand new hours. 
The past is history, the future is a mystery and today is a 
gift. That’s why they call it the present! Take a minute to be 
thankful for the gift of time, including any extra time you 
have right now for your family or yourself.  

 

Source  

https://www.heart.org/en/healthy-living/healthy-
lifestyle/mental-health-and-wellbeing/thankfulness-how-
gratitude-can-help-your-health 
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This Month's Quiz   

Question:  Which of the noted financial activities 
are financial red flags for exploitation of elderly? 
 
a.  Unexplained disappearance of funds. 
b.  Monies not being used in the interest or intent 
of the older adult. 
c.  Change of address of record on an account. 
d.  Suspicious or forged signature to documents.  
    

Source:  John R. Creteau 

Client Quiz! 
 Answer to Last Month's Quiz 

 

Question: The annual federal gift tax exclusion 
allows you to give away up to what amount, to as 
many people as you wish, without those gifts 
counting against your lifetime exemption? 
 

  a.  $12,000 
  b.  $15,000 (CORRECT) 
  c.  $16,000 
  d.  $18,000  
 

   Source:  John R. Creteau 

 
 
 
 
    

 

    

 

Step Up in Tax Basis 
 

Under the current tax law, when you die, certain assets that you bequeathed to your beneficiaries receive 
readjustments to their cost basis. This can result in a stepped-up basis or a stepped-down basis.    

Under the Internal Revenue Code, the general rule is that the beneficiary basis equals the fair market value 
of the asset at the time you die. That means your heirs can value that property at its fair market value, 
thereby erasing all imbedded capital gains from the appreciation in the property’s value that occurred during 
your lifetime.    
 

Let us assume you owned securities having a cost basis of $35,000 that are transferred to your beneficiary 
on the date of your death when the securities had a fair market value of $100,000.  If the beneficiary decides 
to sell the asset immediately upon transfer, no capital gains tax will be owed since the beneficiary’s basis in 
the securities is the fair market value of $100,000 wiping out $65,000 ($100,000 - $35, 000) in capital gains. 

On the other hand, if the adjusted cost basis in the asset is higher than the fair market value at the time you 
die, the beneficiary will have a stepped-down basis in the inherited asset. 
 

Let us assume the securities you owned have an adjusted cost basis of $75,000 and the fair market value on 
the date of your death is $50,000. The beneficiary’s basis in the securities is the fair market value of $50,000.  

It should be noted not all assets are eligible for the step-up in basis. Following are examples of assets that 
will and will not qualify for a step-up in basis upon your death: 

 

Will Will Not 

Stock IRA’s 

Mutual Funds Pensions 

Bonds 401k Accounts 

Businesses Tax Deferred Annuities 

Real Estate Money Market Account 

 Certificates of Deposit 

 

Written by Richard K. Hackett who is a Certified Public Accountant and Enrolled Agent with over forty years of 
experience providing bookkeeping, accounting, payroll, and tax services. If you are interested in contacting him, he may 
be reached at 603-770-2758 or by email at richardhackett71@yahoo.com. 

 

Richard K. Hackett, CPA, EA is not affiliated with Voya Financial Advisors. Neither Voya Financial Advisors nor its 
representatives offer tax or legal advice. Please consult with your tax and legal advisors regarding your individual 
situation. 
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How Social Security Benefits are Taxed with Stimulus added into the Equation Continued.  
 

Stimulus Check's Impact 
Any additional taxable income will increase your adjusted gross income, which then increases your 
provisional income for Social Security tax purposes. If your provisional income goes up enough to move 
you from the 0% to the 50% bracket, or from the 50% to the 85% bracket, then you are looking at a tax 
increase. So, the key question is whether your stimulus checks boost your taxable income? 
Stimulus checks are just advanced payments of a new "recovery rebate" tax credit for the 2020 tax year. 
As such, they are not included in taxable income. So, your stimulus check will not increase your AGI, 
or your provisional income. And if your provisional income does not go up, the tax on your Social 
Security benefits will not either. 
 

What if You Didn't Get a Stimulus Check? 
If you're eligible to receive a first- or second-round stimulus check, but you didn't get it (or it wasn't for 
the full amount), you're not necessarily out of luck. You may qualify for the "recovery rebate" credit on 
your 2020 tax return for the stimulus money you should have received. You can claim the "recovery 
rebate" credit on Line 30 of your 2020 Form 1040 or Form 1040-SR. There will be a worksheet you can 
use to calculate the amount of your credit, if any, in the instructions for those forms. 
 

Feel free to call us with any questions. We do our best to be up to date with tax information however, we 
do not provide tax advice. We recommend you seek help from your CPA or tax professional. 
         
Source: https://www.kiplinger.com/retirement/social-security/602071/do-stimulus-checks-increase-the-tax-on-social-
security-benefits 

CN1497393_0123 

         

This information was taken from sources deemed to be reliable however, Voya Financial Advisors' are not responsible for the accuracy of this information. Any 
opinions/views expressed within do not necessarily reflect those of Voya Financial Advisors or its representatives. In addition, they are not intended to provide specific 
advice or recommendations for any individuals. Neither Voya Financial Advisors nor its representatives provide tax or legal advice. You should consult with your financial 
professional, attorney, accountant, or tax advisor regarding your individual situation prior to making any investing decisions.    

  

     

73 Wakefield St, Rochester NH 03867 

https://www.kiplinger.com/taxes/601975/whos-not-getting-a-second-stimulus-check-not-everyone-is-eligible
https://www.kiplinger.com/retirement/social-security/602071/do-stimulus-checks-increase-the-tax-on-social-security-benefits
https://www.kiplinger.com/retirement/social-security/602071/do-stimulus-checks-increase-the-tax-on-social-security-benefits

